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Abstract
Morphogenesis during multicellular development is regulated by intercellular signaling molecules as well as by the
mechanical properties of individual cells. In particular, normal patterns of organogenesis in plants require coordination
between growth direction and growth magnitude. How this is achieved remains unclear. Here we show that in Arabidopsis
thaliana, auxin patterning and cellular growth are linked through a correlated pattern of auxin efflux carrier localization and
cortical microtubule orientation. Our experiments reveal that both PIN1 localization and microtubule array orientation are
likely to respond to a shared upstream regulator that appears to be biomechanical in nature. Lastly, through mathematical
modeling we show that such a biophysical coupling could mediate the feedback loop between auxin and its transport that
underlies plant phyllotaxis.
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Introduction
Several recent sets of observations and recent predictive models
of phyllotaxis are consistent with the possibility that cells in the
shoot apical meristem (SAM) can sense the auxin concentration of
their nearest neighbors [1,2]. The apparent response to high auxin
levels in a neighboring cell is to direct the plasma membrane
protein PIN-FORMED 1 (PIN1) to the membrane adjacent to the
high-auxin neighbor, such that the PIN1 distribution around each
cell can be predicted from the auxin concentration in surrounding
cells. As PIN1 is an auxin efflux carrier [3], the result of this is an
auxin circulatory system that responds to auxin concentration.
The pattern-generating properties of this novel type of regulated
developmental process, a regulated transport system, include the
ability to specify the phyllotactic pattern [1,2].
A challenge presented by these observations and associated
hypothesesis that there is no known mechanism of auxin perception
that could cause the coordinated localization of PIN1 in
neighboring cells. The best understood mechanism for auxin
perception involves the auxin-dependent activation of an SCF
complex in each cell, causing the active degradation of transcription
inhibitors, thereby allowing transcription of auxin-activated genes
[4]. There is no directionality to such a mechanism, such that it
could regulate the asymmetric distribution of PIN1 in response to
external auxin signals.
Another conundrum in the study of phyllotaxis is the ability of
molecules with very different properties to induce leaf or flower
primordia. The successful models for phyllotaxis are based on the
fact that a drop of auxin placed on a meristem causes the
formation of a new leaf or flower, and therefore that a peak in
auxin concentration in the meristematic peripheral zone is
sufficient to activate primordium formation [1,2]. Observations
of auxin-regulated reporter genes in meristems are in accord with
the idea that high auxin concentration causes primordia to form
[2,5], as are experiments in which auxin concentration is changed
by mutations in biosynthetic genes [6] or by mutations or
treatments that stop PIN1-dependent auxin transport [7].
However, it has also been shown that new primordia or
phyllotactic disruptions can be induced by the application of
substances other than auxin, such as pectin methyl esterase [8] or
expansin [9]. As both of these proteins alter cell wall strength
locally, their global impact on phyllotaxis must be indirect [8,9].
We propose that both unexplained phenomena—the ability of
cells to directionally respond to the auxin concentrations of their
neighbors and the ability of cell-wall-altering substances to modify
phyllotactic patterns—can be explained by the hypothesis that
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each cell in an epidermal shoot tissue under tension. As auxin
induces local growth [10], perception by a cell of the expansion of
its neighbor could cause the plasma membrane adjacent to the
expanding neighbor to accumulate PIN1 protein. This would in
turn cause the cell to export auxin in the direction of the
expanding neighbor, both increasing its auxin concentration and
providing positive feedback to the expansion. In this way cell wall
strength and auxin concentration could be causally related in a
feedback loop.
It has recently been shown that the epidermal cells of the SAM
of Arabidopsis thaliana respond to applied stress by reorganizing their
cortical microtubule arrays to be parallel to the direction of largest
principal stress [11], which we define here as the axis of maximal
mechanical tension. We use this assay of cellular stress and live
imaging of the subcellular localization of a fluorescently tagged
PIN1 protein in meristematic cells, along with a series of
treatments that affect tissue stress, to show that PIN1 localization
is correlated with the direction of the microtubule array in
untreated SAMs, and in SAMs after a variety of treatments that
change the microtubule readout of the cellular perception of
mechanical stress. This indicates that PIN1 localization responds
to local stress, and therefore that the subcellular localization of
PIN1, and consequently the direction of auxin transport, could
indeed be regulated as a response to local cell expansion.
Results
PIN1 Localization and Microtubule Array Orientations Are
Highly Correlated in the SAM
We used dual immunolabeling to examine the spatial
relationship between epidermal microtubule arrays and PIN1
localization. Although the degree of microtubule array anisotropy
varies from cell to cell, in general we observed a good correlation
between PIN1 localization and microtubule orientation, with
PIN1 usually being localized towards an anticlinal wall that was
parallel to the microtubules, as viewed from above. This was least
obvious in the central meristem region (where microtubule
orientation is known to be unstable [11]) (Figure 1A) and most
obvious in the boundary regions between primordia and the
meristem (Figure 1B). To analyze this in more detail we quantified
the percentage of cells showing a clear correlation by measuring
the angle formed between the orientation of PIN1 and the
microtubule bundles (Figure 1C and 1D). For the central meristem
region there was a clear correlation in the majority of those cells
where assessment could be done (69%, Figure 1D). In the
peripheral zone (which includes boundary regions) a greater
proportion of cells showed a clear correlation (81%, Figure 1D),
and this proportion rose to 100% when considering the boundary
zone alone. Further correlations could also be detected when
individual microtubule arrays exhibited more than one orienta-
tion, but these cases were considered not aligned overall in our
classification scheme (Figure 1C and 1D). We also imaged living
meristems expressing TagRFP-MAP4 and PIN1-GFP to help
obtain a clear view of the correlation across the curved surface of
the epidermis. In agreement with the immunolocalization data we
observed clear correlations between PIN1 polarities and microtu-
bule array orientations in boundary regions (Figure 1E–1H). In
addition, we were able to assess those regions where new PIN1
convergences were forming (the future sites of new primordia) and
found that here, too, PIN1 and microtubule orientations were well
correlated (Figure 1I and 1J).
These results indicate that despite the dynamic behavior of both
PIN1 [5] and microtubule arrays [11] in the SAM, PIN1
localization and microtubule arrays are coordinated.
PIN1 Reorients Similarly to Microtubules in Response to
Ablation
Previously we demonstrated that the interphase microtubules of
meristem epidermal cells located near laser-ablated cells reorient
circumferentially around a wound [11]. To test whether PIN1 also
reorients in response to laser ablation we conducted time-lapse
imaging of PIN1-GFP-expressing cells in the meristem epidermis
after laser ablation. We found that within 2 h PIN1 signal in cells
adjacent to ablation sites started to shift such that over the course
of several hours PIN1 became predominantly localized at the ends
of cells farthest away from the nearby wound (Figure 2A). This did
not appear to be a general response of membrane proteins to
wounding since the membrane marker 29-1 [12] failed to show
such a relocalization (Figure 2B). To directly test whether the
PIN1 relocalization response resulted in a maintenance of
coordination between PIN1 polarity and microtubule array
orientation, we ablated cells of doubly labeled plants and found
that PIN1 protein was typically localized to membrane domains
that were parallel to the visible microtubule orientations, as
observed for unwounded meristem tissues (Figure 2C).
PIN1 and Microtubule Orientations Do Not Depend
Directly on Each Other
The correlations between PIN1 polarities and microtubule
array orientations suggest the possibility of a direct causal
connection. Although previous studies have shown that microtu-
bules are not directly required for polar PIN1 targeting [13,14], it
has been demonstrated that the microtubule array plays an
indirect role in orienting PIN1 polarity [14]. To further investigate
this relationship in the SAM we examined PIN1 behavior in the
SAM epidermis after depolymerization of the microtubules using
oryzalin. As described previously, meristems continue to grow
after oryzalin treatment, with the size of the cells also increasing
due to the absence of cytokinesis [15,16]. Oryzalin treatment of
PIN1-GFP-expressing meristems revealed that differential PIN1-
GFP expression and localization are maintained in the absence of
microtubules. Notably, local regions of intense PIN1 signal could
be identified in the epidermis and internal layers of the SAM
(Figure 3A–3C). These regions corresponded to the position of
new primordia (Figure3A and 3B) and concomitant provascular
development (Figure 3C). The PIN1-GFP signal was not
Author Summary
The proper development of plant organs such as leaves or
flowers depends both on localized growth, which can be
controlled by the plant hormone auxin, and directional
growth, which is dependent on each cell’s microtubule
cytoskeleton. In this paper we show that at the shoot apex
where organs initiate the orientation of the microtubule
cytoskeleton is correlated with the orientation of the auxin
transporter PIN1, suggesting coordination between
growth patterning at the tissue level and directional
growth at the cellular level. Recent work has indicated that
mechanical signals play a role in orienting the plant
microtubule network, and here we show that such signals
can also orient PIN1. In addition, we demonstrate through
mathematical modeling that an auxin transport system
that is coordinated by mechanical signals akin to those we
observed in vivo is sufficient to give rise to the patterns of
organ outgrowth found in the plant Arabidopsis thaliana.
Alignment between PIN1 and Microtubules
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boundary domain where PIN1 polarities localize both towards and
away from the developing primordium, as observed in control
meristems (Figure 3B; [5]). Lastly, when conducting time-lapse
imaging of the PIN1-GFP signal, we observed that PIN1
recruitment could shift from one membrane to another several
days after oryzalin treatment (Figure 3D). Altogether, these data
are consistent with previous reports showing that phyllotaxis is not
altered several days after oryzalin treatment [11,15], and
demonstrate that the general patterns of PIN1 localization found
in the SAM are not directly dependent on microtubule
orientation.
When analyzing more closely the PIN1-GFP signal in oryzalin-
treated meristems, we observed that, while PIN1 maintained its
ability to reorient, its distribution within a given membrane was
broader after oryzalin treatment than before (Figure 3E). Notably,
while the PIN1-GFP signal was often found to be concentrated at
cell vertices in the presence of microtubules, the distribution of the
signal became more homogeneous within a membrane after
oryzalin treatment. This suggests that, while microtubules are not
necessary for PIN1 reorientation, they contribute indirectly to
PIN1 localization, as found previously [14].
Microtubule and PIN1 Reorientation in Response to
Wounding Is Robust to Changes in Auxin Distribution
and Transport
Our results so far agree with earlier studies that PIN1
localization does not depend directly on the microtubule
cytoskeleton, but our results also show that PIN1 localization
and microtubule orientation are not independent. A possible
explanation of the PIN1–microtubule correlation is that both
microtubule orientation and PIN1 polarity are regulated by auxin
gradients or transport directions. Evidence supporting this
proposal comes from the observation that locally applied auxin
is capable of influencing PIN1 polarity in a directional manner
[17]. During this process it seems likely that microtubules would be
correlated with PIN1 polarities, as they are during normal organ
development. To test the dependence of microtubule and PIN1
patterning on auxin gradients and transport we examined their
responses to wounding when auxin transport and gradients were
disrupted.
First we conducted ablation experiments in the pin1 mutant
background and observed the microtubule response. Untreated
pin1 meristems exhibited microtubule orientations similar to wild-
Figure 1. Microtubule and PIN1 orientations are correlated. (A) Immunolocalization of PIN1 (red) and a-tubulin (green) in a thick section
through the surface of the meristem. Scale bar: 10 mm. (B) Close-up of the double PIN1–microtubule immunosignal in the boundary domain: PIN1
(red) and microtubule (green) patterns are correlated. Scale bar: 5 mm. (C) Examples of different degrees of correlation between microtubule bundle
orientation and PIN1 localization, as quantified in (D). (D) Quantifications of the different classes of behavior in the center zone (CZ) and peripheral
zone (PZ) of the meristem (n=614 cells). (E–J) Correlations between PIN1 polarities and microtubule orientations similar to those seen in (B) are
observed in living plants expressing PIN1-GFP (red) and TagRFP-MAP4 (green) in the boundary domain (E–H) and in incipient primordia (asterisk)
(I and J). Scale bars for (E), (G), and (I): 5 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000516.g001
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flanks and a more random pattern at the tip (data not shown).
Likewise, we found that microtubules responded to ablation as
they do in wild-type by becoming circumferentially oriented
around the ablation site (Figure 4A and 4B). Next we treated
apices with N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA), an auxin
transport inhibitor, and examined both the PIN1 and microtubule
response to ablation. Again, we found that in both cases the
ablation response was the same as for wild-type untreated
meristems (Figure 4C and 4D). Even several cell diameters from
the ablated cell, PIN1 became oriented away from the ablation
site, demonstrating that auxin transport is not required for this
ablation-induced orientation signal (Figure 4D). Despite disrup-
tions to auxin transport, differences in auxin concentration
between cells may still conceivably be playing an instructive role
during these experiments. To try to disrupt any such gradients we
next applied 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D) to the
meristem, an auxin analog that freely diffuses between cells, for
24 h before ablating and observing the PIN1 and microtubule
response. Uniform PIN1 expression was observed after 24 h,
demonstrating that 2,4-D effectively penetrated the tissue [5].
Nevertheless, as for untreated meristems, both PIN1 and the
microtubule arrays of cells surrounding the ablated cell reoriented
to point away from or form concentric patterns around the wound,
respectively (Figure 4E and 4F). Again, at least in the case of PIN1,
orientation away from the ablation site was observed at a distance
(Figure 4F).
These data show that although PIN1 polarities are sensitive to
local auxin application [17], coordinated directional changes in
PIN1 polarity can also occur when auxin distribution and
transport are disrupted.
Isoxaben Induces Hyperalignment of Both PIN1 and
Microtubules to Predicted Stress Directions
Previously we demonstrated that microtubule orientation can be
influenced by mechanical stress and that microtubule orientations
in the meristem epidermis align along the predicted maximal
principal stress directions [11]. To further assess the response of
microtubules to stress and investigate whether PIN1 also responds
to stress we attempted to alter stress levels by treating meristem
cells with isoxaben, while observing the microtubule and PIN1
response. Isoxaben is a well-documented inhibitor of cellulose
synthesis that likely interacts with the cellulose synthases CESA3
and CESA6 and induces the internalization and sequestration of
CESA complexes in small vesicular bodies [18–20]. As the
thickness of the wall decreases in growing isoxaben-treated cells,
the resistance of the wall to the internal turgor pressure will
decrease, which also means that mechanical stress (force per cross-
section area) in the wall is expected to increase. We note that the
documented short-term effects of isoxaben and 2,6-dichloroben-
zonitrile, another cellulose synthesis inhibitor, on microtubule
orientation remains unclear since both have been shown to induce
either randomization of microtubule orientation [21,22] or
microtubule reorientation [23] after a few hours.
First we analyzed microtubule behavior in the central zones of
clv3-2 meristems (Figure 5A), which, being roughly flat, we
presume exhibit more-or-less isotropic stress patterns. We first
grew the clv3-2 GFP-MBD plants on NPA to prevent organ
formation and differential growth at the apex and then immersed
the seedlings in 20 mM isoxaben for 20 h on day 1 and day 2.
Before isoxaben treatment, most of the cells in the clv3-2 GFP-
MBD background displayed random microtubule orientations
(Figure 5A), as is also seen in the central zone of wild-type plants
[11]. After isoxaben treatment, despite its effect on wall synthesis,
growth continued and cell size increased dramatically as
cytokinesis did not occur (Figure 5C). Time-lapse analysis of
microtubule behavior in the clv3-2 GFP-MBD meristems showed
that the random patterns of microtubules initially observed
stabilized into highly bundled arrays with clear orientations. At
the same time, cell expansion occurred to a large extent parallel to
the observed microtubule orientations, in contrast to the usual
growth behavior of cells during normal development [24]
(Figure 5D; Video S1). This observation is consistent with the
proposal that by inhibiting cellulose synthesis, isoxaben prevents
the microfibrils from aligning parallel to the largest principal
stresses, thus enabling significant growth parallel to these stresses
(Figure 5B). Next we investigated the impact of isoxaben on
microtubules in wild-type apices using the GFP-MBD line. In
contrast to the clv3-2 meristems, which display a flat surface at the
apex, the hemispherical shape of the GFP-MBD meristems is
expected to generate a supracellular pattern of stress that is
circumferential at the base of the meristem and isotropic only at
the very tip of the meristem [11]. As observed in the clv3-2
background, we observed the formation of microtubule bundles in
Figure 2. Reorientation of PIN1 polarity after ablation. Time
series showing changing localization of PIN1-GFP in response to laser
ablation. (A) A vertical file of cells (marked ‘‘X’’) was targeted with a
pulsed laser. PIN1 localization was first detected to change by 2 h after
laser treatment. Scale bar: 10 mm. (B) Visualization of membrane marker
29-1 fused to YFP together with PIN1-CFP after laser ablation shows
that the relocalization response is specific to PIN1. Scale bar: 10 mm. (C)
Co-alignment of PIN1-GFP (red) and microtubules (green) after ablation.
Ablated cells are stained with propidium iodide (blue). Scale bar: 5 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000516.g002
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PLoS Biology | www.plosbiology.org 4 October 2010 | Volume 8 | Issue 10 | e1000516Figure 3. PIN1 behavior in the absence of microtubules. (A) PIN1 behavior at the meristem surface after oryzalin treatment. The absence of cell
division and the enlargement of the cells are consistent with the impact of microtubule depolymerization on growth. Nevertheless, differential
expression of PIN1 is maintained, and new peaks of PIN1 expression arise 20 h (middle panel) and 47 h (right panel) after microtubule
depolymerization. The red dot marks the same cell at the three time points. Scale bar: 50 mm. (B) Close-up of the surface of a meristem expressing
PIN1-GFP 67 h after microtubule depolymerization. The PIN1 signal is weaker in the boundary and is polarized in a divergent pattern, as observed in
untreated meristems. Scale bar: 20 mm. (C) Transverse sections through a PIN1-GFP meristem treated with oryzalin. As primordia arise, the GFP signal
is also detected at sites where the provasculature is initiated (arrowhead), as observed in unteated meristems. Scale bar: 50 mm. (D) Kinetics of PIN1-
GFP reorientation at the surface of an oryzalin-treated meristem. The GFP signal (grayscale) is color coded (upper panels) and represented as
histograms (lower panels) to better visualize the differences in GFP signals from one time point to another (from left to right 21 h, 27 h, and 42 h
after oryzalin treatment). The GFP signal switches from one side of the cell to another, showing that PIN1 retains the ability to reorient in the absence
Alignment between PIN1 and Microtubules
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almost every cell displayed a microtubule orientation that followed
the expected supracellular stress pattern, even near the very top of
the meristem (Figure 5F), in contrast to control meristems, where
microtubules aligned circumferentially farther from the center
[11,25,26].
Next we investigated how PIN1 responds to isoxaben treatment.
The PIN1-GFP line was grown in the presence of NPA and then
immersed in 20 mM isoxaben for 20 h. After isoxaben treatment,
the PIN1 signal exhibited three main features. First, the signal
became extremely bright at the plasma membrane, with no signal
in internal vesicles, showing that PIN1 internalization was
abolished (Figure 5G and 5H). Second, the PIN1 signal became
almost exclusively localized to subdomains of the membrane,
usually with a stronger signal near one vertex (Figure 5H). Finally,
we observed that the new isoxaben-induced PIN1 pattern became
circumferential, i.e., parallel to the predicted stress directions and
microtubule orientations, consistent with a model in which PIN1
orientation depends on mechanical stress (Figure 5I). Equivalent
experiments with a control GFP-LTI6b membrane marker
indicated no effect of the isoxaben treatment on GFP-LTI6b
localization (data not shown).
These data show that a presumed increase in wall stress due to
the inhibition of cellulose synthesis correlates with a more ordered
and oriented pattern for both microtubules and PIN1 that matches
predicted stress patterns, supporting the conclusion that both
microtubule orientation and PIN1 localization are regulated by
stress.
PID Is Required for Coupling PIN1 Polarities to
Microtubule Orientations in Response to Wounding
Given the tight coupling between PIN1 polarity and microtu-
bule orientation we sought to test whether PINOID (PID), a
known regulator of PIN1 polarity, might also regulate microtubule
orientation. In the pid mutant apex, PIN1 was basally localized, as
shown previously [27]. This localization correlated with microtu-
bule orientation around the meristem flanks since in these regions
the microtubule orientation was circumferential. At the tip the
correlation was not as obvious, as in wild-type. To investigate
further we used laser ablation on doubly labeled plants and
assessed the reorientation response. We found that while the
microtubules reoriented as in wild-type, the PIN1 response was
significantly reduced, with PIN1 polarity shifting only minimally in
the surrounding cells (Figure 6). These data show not only that
PID is required for mediating an apical or basal PIN1 orientation,
but also that PID is required for reorientation of PIN1 in a more
general sense and that microtubule orientations do not directly
depend on PID.
Mechanical Stresses Can Pattern Phyllotaxis by
Regulating Auxin Transport
Previously we used mathematical modeling to show that
mechanical stress patterns predict the patterns of microtubules.
So far our data suggest a role for mechanical signals in regulating
not only microtubules but also PIN1. To test whether mechanical
signals are sufficient to explain the observed patterns of PIN1
localization associated with cell ablations and with formation of
the phyllotactic pattern, we investigated the hypothesis that PIN1
in each cell localizes towards the walls that are most mechanically
stressed using computer modeling (Text S1). For this purpose we
treat the cell wall surrounding a cell as a distinct mechanical
compartment and compute stresses separately in each adjacent cell
wall. Thus, we postulate the existence of stress-induced signals
from the cell wall that act only locally to promote accumulation of
PIN1 at the nearest membrane (Figure 7A; Text S1). The model
also assumes that auxin-induced cell wall loosening in response to
auxin concentrations inside a cell is limited to the wall
compartments belonging to that cell. The mechanical part was
implemented using a finite element method (FEM) description and
auxin-induced growth by weakening of the wall rigidity, as
described previously [11]. For auxin transport we used a
description following the chemiosmotic transport theory, with
parameter values from experimental estimates [1,28,29]. We
assumed symmetric localization of influx carriers and used
equilibrium values for transport between cytosol and wall
compartments to get a cell-based description [30]. Note that this
implicit description of auxin in the walls has been shown not to
alter behavior of the auxin transport model [1]. The difference
from previous models is that PIN1 dynamics is now driven by wall
stresses rather than auxin concentrations in neighboring cells
(Figure 7A; see [1]). Hence, the model mechanisms are now based
on mechanical and chemical interactions within single cells or
between neighboring cell wall compartments and are not
dependent on chemical signals between cells. Since we assume
PIN1 cycling dynamics to be in quasi-equilibrium, PIN1
localization can be interpreted as being the result of wall stresses
either inducing PIN1 exocytosis or reducing endocytosis. The
model behavior also depends on two additional assumptions. First,
since PIN1 is localized mainly in anticlinal—and not periclinal—
walls in the shoot epidermis [5,31], we assumed that PIN1 does
not localize towards walls where there are no neighboring cells on
the other side. This assumption is also supported by the
observation made in cell suspension cultures that PIN1 is only
present in membranes that are adjacent to neighboring cells [14].
Second, previous analysis has shown that, if the two adjacent cell
walls are treated as a single compartment, a dependence of PIN1
cycling on wall signals does not lead to a pattern-forming
mechanism [30,31] since a strong wall signal would lead to
increased PIN1 on both sides of a wall, which is not detected in the
epidermis [5,31]. Hence, we included in the model separate
compartments for both wall segments between two cells, where the
two wall compartments may have different mechanical properties
(Figure 7A; Text S1).
A spacing mechanism for primordia positioning together with
tissue growth and a central zone unable to produce organs is, in
theory, sufficient to produce phyllotactic patterns of various
symmetries [2,32,33]. To test the model’s capability of generating
patterns, we simulated the model on a two-dimensional tissue
representing shoot epidermal tissue. When the tissue was under
tension it generated a periodic pattern of auxin distribution from a
homogeneous state (Figure 7A). To further investigate the model’s
capability of generating patterns we did one-dimensional simula-
tions together with linear stability analysis of the homogeneous
fixed point. The analysis showed an initial wavelength-dependent
dynamics from the homogeneous state, and the simulations
resulted in a peaked pattern with a similar parameter-dependent
wavelength (Figure 7C; Text S1). Taken together, these results
show that a mechanism that distributes PIN1 localization
according to cell wall stress is capable of generating phyllotactic-
of microtubules. (E) Close-ups of the surface of the same meristem expressing PIN1-GFP before and 47 h after oryzalin treatment. The PIN1-GFP signal
becomes broader within the cell after long-term oryzalin treatment. The red dot marks the same cell at the two time points.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000516.g003
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that of an earlier proposed model in which PIN1 distribution
patterns were governed by relative auxin concentration in
neighboring cells [1].
Although the auxin-concentration-based and the stress-based
models for PIN1 dynamics in many cases create very similar
results, there are differences since tissue geometry and growth feed
back to the tissue stresses. For example, in the valley between the
shoot and a primordium, stresses are along the valley and amplify
a tendency of PIN1 to point towards or away from primordia, as
seen in experiments [5,11]. Also, at the plant stem a stress-based
model correctly predicts the apical basal preference for PIN1
localization [27]. One way to discern between molecular-based
and stress-based models would be to simulate a situation in which
Figure 4. PIN1 and microtubules realign in response to laser ablation when auxin transport and distribution is altered. (A) Confocal
projection showing the orientation of microtubule arrays at the pin1 mutant meristem summit after laser ablation. (B) Close-up of cells in (A), showing
circumferential microtubule orientation in cells surrounding ablation site. Cells at least one cell distant from the wound exhibit circumferential
orientation. Both microtubules (C) and PIN1 (D) reorient circumferentially around wounds 24 h after NPA treatment. Note that in (D) PIN1 is oriented
away from the wound in cells several cells distant from the wound. Similar behavior is observed for microtubules (E) and PIN1 (F) after 2,4-D
treatment. Dead cells are marked by propidium iodide staining (red). Note that two cells separated by an intervening cell are ablated in E. Scale bar
for (A): 10 mm. Scale bars for (B–F): 5 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000516.g004
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dynamics in simulations of the two models in the case of laser-
induced cell ablations (Figure 7D–7G). Such ablations induce
circumferential stresses in the cells surrounding the ablated cell
[11], and it is clear that only the stress-based model captures the
strong reorganization of PIN1 away from the ablated cell that is
seen in the experiments (see Figures 2 and 4). In conclusion, the
model shows that a stress-based mechanism can produce the
phyllotactic patterns observed experimentally, and the predictions
of models based on different tissue geometries and on ablation
experiments favor a mechanical stress signal for orienting PIN1 in
the shoot epidermis.
Discussion
Although microtubule orientations and PIN protein localiza-
tions are known to mark a common apical–basal axis in the root
[14], our findings in the SAM show an unexpected level of
coordination between what are, in the SAM, highly dynamic
subcellular markers. In the SAM, PIN1 polarities change on a time
course of hours, with reversals in polarity associated with
primordium formation [5]. Microtubules also exhibit dynamic
reorientations, especially at the meristem tip [11]. That these two
dynamic cellular components are highly coordinated suggests
either that they are causally dependent on one another or that
their localizations are both regulated by a common upstream
factor. Our data strongly suggests the latter since microtubule
arrangements do not depend on auxin transport for their
correlated response to cell ablation even at a distance from the
ablation site. Also, after microtubule depolymerization, PIN1
localization remains polarized and can shift both during
primordium development and in response to ablation. If auxin
gradients or flux patterns are not required for coordinating PIN1
polarities and microtubule orientations, what could act as the
upstream patterning agent? Considering recent findings, it seems
likely that mechanical signals coordinate their activities. For
example local up-regulation of a pectin methyl esterase is sufficient
to induce ectopically the full program of flower development,
suggesting that changes to the mechanical properties of cell walls
are sufficient to induce the usual changes to both microtubule
orientations as well as PIN1 polarities [8]. Also, mechanical
manipulation of Arabidopsis roots is sufficient to induce lateral root
initiation, and the earliest event so far identified marking lateral
root initiation is the relocalization of PIN1 protein in root
protoxylem cells [34]. We investigated the role of mechanical
signals by inhibiting cellulose synthesis using isoxaben to alter cell
Figure 5. Microtubule and PIN1 behavior when cellulose
synthesis is inhibited with isoxaben. (A) Surface of a clv3-2 GFP-
MBD meristem before isoxaben treatment, with magnified insert (later
time points after treatment shown in [C] and [D]). Note the presence of
strong GFP signal on all sides for many of the cells, indicating a random
alignment of microtubules in those cells. Scale bar: 20 mm. (B)
Theoretical impact of isoxaben on patterns of stress (red) and strain
(green) in a cylindrical pressure vessel. The main direction of stress in a
cylindrical pressure vessel is circumferential. As plant cells reinforce
their walls parallel to the main stress, the residual axial stress drives a
strain perpendicular to the main stress. If cellulose deposition is
inhibited, the strain follows the stress pattern, i.e., the circumferential
strain becomes higher than the axial strain. (C) Impact of isoxaben on
microtubule behavior in the clv3-2 GFP-MBD line at different time
points after application (microtubule arrangements before application
are shown in [A]). Cell growth continues, and microtubules gradually
form thick bundles. There is no apparent coordination in the
orientations. The red dot marks the same cell at the three time points.
Scale bar: 40 mm. (D) Close-ups from (C) showing microtubule
orientations in relation to the cell shapes after isoxaben treatment. (E)
Surface of a GFP-MBD meristem 70 h after the isoxaben treatment. Note
the presence of circumferential bundles of microtubules. Scale bar:
20 mm. (F) Close-up from (E) showing that the microtubules become
circumferential even at the tip of the meristem, and this can be
correlated to the dome shape of the meristem in the wild-type
background. The red dotted lines represent the position of the
anticlinal walls (reconstructed from sections through the stack). Scale
bar: 10 mm. (G) Surface of a meristem expressing PIN1-GFP before and
20 h after isoxaben treatment. The GFP signal becomes localized to a
subdomain of the plasma membrane. Scale bar: 30 mm. (H) Close-ups
from (G): the GFP signal is concentrated on the circumferential
membrane near a vertex. (I) Surface of a meristem expressing PIN1-
GFP 16 h after isoxaben treatment, showing a preferential localization
of PIN1 on the circumferential membranes.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000516.g005
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cellulose to growing cell walls was prevented, the stress levels for
existing wall components should increase. Consistent with this
proposal we found that isoxaben treatment induces hyperlocaliza-
tion of PIN1 and an enhanced and stabilized supracellular pattern
of microtubule array orientations [11,21,35]. Also we found that
under these circumstances PIN1 is predominantly localized to cell
corners, consistent with the fact that corners and junctions are
generally associated with high stresses in mechanical structures
[36]. Lastly, we note that isoxaben may cause distinct responses in
different tissues since short-term isoxaben treatment of roots
weakens rather than strengthens preexisting microtubule array
alignments [23].
To investigate whether mechanical signals could be respon-
sible for generating the observed patterns of PIN1 localization,
we constructed a computer model that localizes PIN1 to
membranes adjacent to cell walls that exhibit the highest stress.
Such a model behaves similarly to previously proposed models
for phyllotaxis based on differential auxin concentrations
because we assume that higher auxin concentrations induce
greater levels of cell wall relaxation in local cell walls compared
to the cell walls of adjacent cells. Loosening of one cell wall
thereby induces higher stress in the adjoining cell wall, and PIN1
becomes localized towards the cell with the most relaxed cell wall
(highest auxin). Although similar to the previous chemically
based models, this model is more general because wall stress
depends not only on auxin but also on tissue morphology,
mechanical perturbations, and the activity of any genes that
modulate growth. Hence the model may explain a variety of
observations in the literature that include both auxin-induced
[17], mechanically induced [34], and wall-enzyme-induced
changes to growth and cell polarity [8]. Lastly it is worth
pointing out that a possible link between mechanical stress and
auxin-based patterning of phyllotaxis has been proposed
previously [37]. In this study it was found that coupling auxin
distribution patterns to stress patterns could, under certain
conditions, produce a reinforcement of the phyllotactic pattern.
It will be of interest to explore such models further, in particular
by enabling stress to regulate not only auxin transport patterns,
but also local patterns of mechanical anisotropy, as suggested
by the current study. Experimentally, it will be important to
test whether cell walls play a role in locally regulating PIN1
membrane accumulation.
Independent of the particular mechanisms by which PIN1 and
microtubule array orientations are regulated, their tight coupling
in the SAM epidermis implies high-level coordination between
growth direction, as patterned by microtubule arrays, and growth
localization and gene expression, as patterned by the distribution
of auxin, both during normal development and in response to
wounding. An important future task will be to determine how
universal this coordination is. Another will be to further investigate
the role of mechanical signals in cell–cell communication in
development and in coordinating growth and cell wall reinforce-
ment with each other, and with stress.
Figure 6. PID is required for relocalization of PIN1 but not microtubules after ablation. Visualization of PIN1-GFP (red) and TagRFP-MAP4
(green) before (A and B) and after (C and D) laser-induced cell ablation (asterisk) in a pid mutant background. After ablation microtubules reorient
around the wound similarly to wild-type. In contrast, PIN1 repolarization in the pid mutant is significantly reduced and remains uncorrelated with
microtubule orientations (arrows). Scale bar: 5 mm.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000516.g006
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Plant Material and Growth Conditions
The GFP-MBD line was a kind gift from Martine Pastuglia. Plants
were grown and prepared for imaging as previously described [12,15].
Microscopy and Chemical Treatments
Microscopy was conducted as described previously [11] except
that a 543-nm laser line was used to excite TagRFP-MAP4 in
conjunction with 488-nm excitation of PIN1-GFP using line-by-
line multitracking on a Zeiss LSM 510. Treatments with NPA
were carried out as previously described [5,11]. For 2,4-D
treatment, 100 mM 2,4-D (Sigma) was diluted from a 0.1 M stock
solution in DMSO. For oryzalin and isoxaben treatments whole
plantlets were transferred in boxes containing solid medium
without NPA, and attached by adding a lukewarm gel agarose at
0.5%. To depolymerize the microtubules, the plantlets were
immersed in an aqueous solution containing oryzalin at 20 mg/ml
for 3 h, then washed in water twice for 15 min on day 1. The same
treatment was applied on day 2, and images of the meristem were
obtained from day 1 to day 3. To inhibit cellulose deposition, the
plantlets were immersed in an aqueous solution containing
isoxaben at 20 mM for 20 h, then washed in water twice for
15 min on day 1. Images of the meristem were obtained from day
1 to day 3. When using the clv3-2 background, the isoxaben
treatment was repeated on day 2, and images of the meristem were
obtained from day 2 to day 4. Projections of the meristem surface
were generated using the Merryproj software [38], and close-ups
of the same set of cells were aligned with the AlignSlice plug-in
from ImageJ. All experiments were repeated at least three times,
with comparable results.
Transgenic Reporter Constructs
A photostable TagRFP-T variant [39] was modified from
pTagRFP-N (Evrogen) using PCR amplification with primers
Tag-RFP-Tf, 59 ggatccATGGTGTCTAAGGGCGAAGAG 39,
and Tag-RFP-Tr, 59 agatcttgccgcggcCTTGTACAGCTCGTC-
CATG 39. Mouse MAP4 microtubule binding domain cDNA [11]
was PCR-amplified with the primers MAP4f, 59 GGATCCCAA-
GAAGAAGCAAAGGCTGCTGTAGGTGT 39, and MAP4r, 59
AGATCTTTAGCCAACGTTATCAAGTGATCCCACTTTG-
G3 9. A TagRFP-T-MAP4 translational fusion was cloned into the
pOp6/LhGR two-component system [40] for dexamethasone-
inducible misexpression of TagRFP-T-MAP4. We used a
ML1p::LhGR driver containing 3.4 kb of the L1-specific ML1
gene (At4g21750) fused to the chimeric LhGR transcription
factor and a 6XOp::TagRFP-T-MAP4 expression construct in a
sulfadiazine-resistant T-DNA vector (ML1..TagRFP-T-MAP4).
Immunolocalizations
Apical inflorescences were fixed in fresh FAA solution (3.7%
formaldehyde, 50% EtOH, and 5% acetic acid) under vacuum,
embedded in low-melting-point wax (Aldrich), and processed for
immunofluorescence. After rehydration, 6-mm sections were
pretreated 1 h with 2% BSA in PBS and incubated overnight
with the AP20 anti-PIN1 antiserum (Santa Cruz Biotechnology)
and the monoclonal anti-a-tubulin antiserum (Sigma) respectively
diluted 1:500 and 1:1,000 in PBS containing 0.1% BSA. After
three washes in PBS with 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20, sections were
incubated for 1 h with the secondary antibodies Alexa-Fluor-488-
labeled donkey anti-goat and Alexa-Fluor-555-labeled donkey
anti-mouse IgG (Invitrogen) diluted 1:1,000 in PBS supplemented
with 0.1% (w/v) BSA. After additional rinses in PBS plus 0.1%
Tween 20, sections were mounted in Citifluor under cover slips
and examined using a confocal laser scanning microscope.
Supporting Information
Text S1 Biomechanical model details and stability
analysis.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000516.s001 (0.09 MB PDF)
Video S1 Impact of isoxaben on microtubule behavior
in the clv3-2 GFP-MBD line. Video shows expansion of cells
labeled with MAP4-GFP to show microtubule orientations.
Images were obtained at 20, 44, and 76 h after isoxaben
treatment. Note the directional (vertical) cell elongation on the
left side of the frame and the concomitant alignment of
microtubule bundles in the same orientation.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.1000516.s002 (0.49 MB
MOV)
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